
TESLA MOTORS BUSINESS PLAN

Background: My day job is running a space transportation company called SpaceX, but on the side I am the chairman of
Tesla Motors and help.

Intro of Organization Business Insights I have decided on an American firm which works on in manufacturing
of electrical vehicle titled as Tesla Motors. Opportunities for Tesla incorporation external strategic factors This
aspect of the SWOT Analysis focuses on the external factors that present potential growth and development
for the organization. Print media The company should have a personal print magazine that can also be
accessed online. The premise behind building and owning these stations is to speed up the rate of adoption for
electric cars. Obtained founded by means of 2 Tourists named Frank Eberhad in addition to Marc Tapenning
in the year the year who were researching on generating a sports car which will runs about electricity Erik
Gregsen,  Instead of trying to build a relatively affordable car that it could mass produce and market, it took
the opposite approach, focusing instead of creating a compelling car. Tesla maintains significant control in all
components of its marketing mix. Relating to future of Tesla, the Expert and Investors have continued divided
Mangram,  For example, the company motivates its workers to think like they own the organization. The CO2
content of any given source fuel is well understood. Unlike car dealerships, Tesla showrooms have no conflict
of interest. For example, this cultural characteristic helps minimize conflicts through teamwork. At the end of
the day, Tesla advertising is free. Obviously, one the most significant changes is customer awareness about
benefits of having electrical car, especially during the substantial rise in the price of petroleum and increasing
concerns about environmental pollution and global warming create a good opportunity for the company to
generate demand for its vehicles. Also, customers only deal with Tesla-employed sales and service staff.
Another social change is increase in ageing population with most wealth and savings, who would likely to
spend more money on premium electrical cars. Competition with Tesla motors Tesla Motors, Inc. For
example, the corporation continuously researches and develops solutions that improve current energy storage
product designs. The issues covered throughout the PESTLE analysis shaped many opportunities for Tesla
Motors for further expansion and success of electrical cars within automotive market. Direct sales: Unlike
other car manufacturers who sell through franchised dealerships, Tesla uses direct sales. Despite the high sales
of new Model S in , company continue to have lost over 70 million because of the large sum of debt, the slow
rate at which clients are buying Tesla motors and failure to achieve planned cost reductions and controlling
operational cost.


